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ISSUE 2 

About StatFest 
StatFest 2022 is a free one-day virtual 

conference on September 17, 2022. 

StatFest aims to encourage undergraduate 

students from historically underrepresented 

groups to consider careers in graduate 

studies in statistics and data science. The 

conference is an ongoing initiative of the 

American Statistical Association through its 

Committee on Minorities in Statistics.  

Speed Networking Prep 

     Imagine you have 60 - 90 seconds to describe your goals and aspira-

tions. Your ability to do this well is the idea underpinning an “elevator pitch.” 

As a participant in StatFest 2022, you will be able to interact with statisti-

cians and data scientists who work in various employment sectors.  

     To take full advantage of this amazing opportunity, take time to think 

about how you will introduce yourself and what you would like to take away 

from the many presentations and networking events. As you think about 

your elevator pitch, make it your own by avoiding generic statements and 

jargon. Share your educational background, a project or experience that is 

important to you, and, most importantly, what you value.  

     Since you will meet with many different people at StatFest, you will want 

to take time to consider how you will adapt your elevator pitch to fit the dif-

ferent interactions. You may want to consider how you will make a specific 

request for assistance. For example, you could say, “I’m interested in intern-

ship opportunities, is there a contact at your organization?” Once you have 

created your elevator pitch, ask a few friends or your advisor to listen to your 

pitch and give you feedback. The final step will be to come to StatFest 2022 

and network!  

Elevator Pitch Outline 

Past: Talk about some of your relevant career/volunteer/life experiences. 

Providing information on projects you did for classes or classes you have 

taken will help your audience understand how you could leverage experienc-

es when working with them. 

Present: Similar to past, describe some of the current steps you are taking 

in the direction of your desired career. Are there subjects you covered in 

class that were especially appealing to you? Has one aspect of your current 

job or mentor steered you in the direction of statistics or data science? 

Future: Where are you hoping to take your career? Are there specific re-

search areas you hope to explore in your graduate experience? What job 

requirements are you trying to obtain in your next career role or educational 

 experience? This is a good time to incorporate a question tailored to the 

audience regarding opportunities or advice. 

StatFest Expo Exhibitors 

Be sure to tailor your elevator speech to some of the professionals you plan 

on visiting at StatFest! Listings of speakers, organizations, and panelists are 

posted on the Program and Expo pages of the StatFest website [link]. 

Academia | Government/Non-Profit | Industry 

Each StatFest newsletter will describe in brief one of the speaker panel ca-

reer areas. This week’s summary focuses on Government/Non-Profit. 

Do you have an interest in understanding and contributing to the improve-

ment and organization of our society? Are you curious about answering 

questions that propel the development of policy? Maybe you hope to evalu-

ate the intended and external impacts of those very policies in vivo? Work-

ing for the government on any level (local, state, federal) or a non-profit will 

help you meet those aims! Government statisticians and data scientists con-

tribute to most the inquiries regarding the well-being of the population rang-

ing from understanding which factors and laws contribute to diverse eco-

nomic indicators to ensuring the safety of new innovative chronic disease 

treatments. Similarly, non-profit employed statisticians seek to bolster our 

approaches to a host of challenges facing populations around the planet. 

Quantitative approaches are becoming more common every day in discus-

sions and activity surrounding global sustainability, distribution of medical 

supplies for infectious disease, and allocation of resources granted by the 

government or philanthropic foundations. Be the difference by employing 

modeling techniques that make all these decisions possible!   

"I appreciated the inspiring and welcoming atmosphere created by the program 

that encouraged me to ask questions and learn about careers in statistics.”  

- Past StatFest Student Attendee 

https://community.amstat.org/cmis/events/statfest/statfest-2022

